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WELCOME
This term has seen some very hard work in preparation for
exams, but also the forging of sincere and, I am sure, lifelong
friendships. Having started the term dealing with the
challenges of Omicron, and ending it with the challenges of
the conflict in Ukraine, I have been deeply impressed and
touched by our boarders’ dedication to our community and
the way that our boarding family has supported one another.
Despite these challenges, we have had an active and busy
programme of activities and trips.
Our activities have included an International Day celebrating our cultures and
backgrounds, inter-house baking (won by Burton Bank) and Easter Egg (won by New
House) competitions, wellbeing activities, and I even had the opportunity to teach some of
our boarders some Scottish Country Dancing (they impressed me much more than my
own knees did at the end of the session!)
We have also had a number of trips throughout the term, to areas in London such as
Borough Market, Camden Town, Leicester Square, as well as trips to Escape Rooms in an
abandoned tube station, Hollywood Bowl, Ice Skating, and a Singalong Greatest Showman.
Our Full Boarding weekend saw house trips to a real-life Monopoly, Back to the Future The
Musical, Flip Out and Lazer Tag. The number of opportunities available due to our location
are remarkable and it has been great to see our boarders take them up.
We have also celebrated cultural occasions this term such as a Scottish Burns Night,
Chinese New Year and Nowruz, as well as having a German Night in Burton Bank. We also
enjoyed a fantastic and well-timed party at Mill Hill International, complete with photo
booth, disco, chill out zone and a beanbag-filled cinema! There is much to celebrate in our
boarding community, and this term has been a joy.
As ever I am incredibly grateful to our team of boarding staff, from Matrons to Visiting
Tutors, Resident Tutors and of course our dedicated Housemasters. The support they offer
to our boarders is superb and I am lucky to have them all.
We look forward to a busy and studious Summer Term, with various trips and activities, and
of course, our Boarders’ Festival on June 26, which is a particularly highlight of the year,
and very much something to look forward to.

John J. Taylor
Foundation Head of Boarding

BURTON BANK
It has been a busy term of endeavour and
activity in the house, exam hall and around
the campus. The pupils are doing well, if not
a little tired, and have demonstrated tenacity
and perseverance throughout and have
certainly been rewarded. Particular
congratulations must go to the Upper Sixth
and Fifth Form, who have had a challenging
time completing their mock exams. It has
been a compressed schedule, and the
experience of getting through this term will
only stand them in good stead for next term.
Notable Burton Bank highlights for me this
term include, a wonderful presentation on
Chinese New Year by Aurora C, Oscar G,
Sam T and Frank and Steven H. Dumplings
(of course!) were the dish of the day and
Oscar made a delightful spicy sauce to go
with them. More recently, Hannah B, Fidelia
M and Max O gave us a ‘Taste of Germany’.
With painted German flags on our faces and
multiple balloons to match, our three
German Lower Sixth gave us an engaging
insight to life in Germany along with food
and dancing for added value. Max had
clearly missed rehearsals for the latter! On
an individual level, Sonia C did very well to
reach the final of the Farrow Singing
competition.
Our recent trip into Central London to watch
Back to the Future, the musical, gave us a
nice opportunity to escape the Foundation
and admire the incredible set at the Adelphi
Theatre on The Strand. Our annual Black Tie
Dinner provided us with an occasion to
dress up, have some down time, listen to
some inspiring music from our pupils and
make some justly deserved individual
awards.

BB pupils have once again continued to
thrive and I feel so grateful to have such a
great group this year. There really is a lovely
atmosphere in house and I feel so proud
when pupils are approaching me to ask if
they can give a presentation or help with a
house event, for example. This is the way it
should be. So many of them know what it
means to be part of a close-knit community
and the part that they need to play in it. My
thanks, once again, must go to the incredibly
devoted house staff who only add the
positive and friendly atmosphere of the
house. See you next term!

Graeme Turner
Housemaster, Burton Bank

COLLINSON HOUSE
It has been a successful and enjoyable spring term in Collinson.
In the major house competitions, we performed admirably in
the inter-house general knowledge, missing out on a place in
the semi-finals by just one point. Our pupils contributed well in
house hockey, again narrowly missing out on a semi-final place.
Our Netballers (Sisi W and Sarina S) performed admirably for
the boarders team and I was incredibly impressed with their
tenacity and team spirit.
Our pride and unity showed through in the five and ten mile
cup when we fielded a full team of fifteen runners; there are
day houses with ninety pupils that struggle to do this. I am
therefore immensely proud that almost 50% of our pupils were
willing to run for the house (I think the bribe of pizza may have
helped a little).
In terms of individual success, both Povy C and Sebastian J
made it to the final of the Farrow Singing Prize. Seb was
crowned Junior Prize winner and in recent days has added to
this with the McClure Instrumental prize. This all bodes very
well for the House Music competition next year.
In addition to this, Sisi W and Alireza S have been boarders of
the week this term; Sisi for her outstanding IELTS results and
Alireza for his efforts with his new hobby, running. In addition to
this, Tom N has received a Head’s Commendation for the
progress that he has made in Chemistry and our Upper Sixth
Pupils have received offers to some top universities.
My personal highlights this term were the House coming
together to mass produce dumplings for Chinese New Year,
and our house trip to “Flip Out” Trampoline Park. It was brilliant
fun and so good to see how close our pupils have become over
the course of the year so far.
We are all looking forward to a well-deserved break over Easter,
and are excited for an action-packed Summer term.

Stuart Hendy
Housemaster, Collinson House

NEW HOUSE
We have reached the end of the penultimate term of this
academic year and I already have a feeling of dread, as I
realise that there are only a few more weeks before I will
have be carrying out the hardest part of my role and bid
goodbye to my fantastic Upper Sixth pupils, some of who
have been here as long as I have! However that’s for next
term.
This term, apart from the many boarding trips that our girls
have taken part in, we also organised a couple of house
trips. Every one of us thoroughly enjoyed the game we
had at Monopoly Life-sized. Then last week we visited The
Noel Coward Theatre in the West End to see ‘Dear Evan
Hansen’ the musical. There was barely a dry eye in the
house as the thought provoking story unfolded.
We were all so proud of Ivy who reached the finals of The
Farrow Singing Prize with her beautiful rendition of Jax’s
‘Like my Father’ and the ensemble she was part of won the
prize for ‘Hey Jude’. It was so uplifting to watch.
New House won the Golden Egg prize for the Easter egg
decorating and hunt, I think Regina clinched it with her
egg decoration that looked remarkably like Mr Taylor who
was, by the way, also the judge!
New House’s whole School assembly focused on myth
busting boarding. It was fantastic to hear that everyone
not only enjoyed it, but that the presentation initiated
many discussions in the tutor groups, exactly the outcome
that our presenters wanted.
Heartfelt congratulations go to Mr and Mrs Robert Taylor
(New House’s Senior Academic Tutor), who welcomed
baby Augustus into the world on 10th March.
I hope that all our families all over the world have a very
happy and peaceful holiday, I look forward to all our pupils
returning ready for whatever the Summer Term brings.

Karen Justice
Housemistress (Non-Teaching), New House

RIDGEWAY HOUSE
Alla K was voted Athlete of the week as she took
part in a marathon Tennis charity event and played
continuously over a 4 hour period. She also represented
the school in the 2nd VII netball team, an amazing
achievement as she had never played netball before
joining Mill Hill.
A full Ridgeway house trip took the pupils to Laser
Tag this two weeks ago. It was enjoyed by staff and
pupils and got very competitive in the final round. It
was wonderful to see all the house community out of
their comfort zone. The mixing of the year groups was
the most pleasing with Sixth Form pupils and younger
boarders enjoying each other’s company as a friends.
Ridgeway house families returned after a break for
Upper Sixth mock exams and the house prefects being
in study mode. A full two-hour games night was enjoyed
by all the pupils, with a variety of new board games
were put through their paces and it was a fun filled
evening. A fierce game of Monopoly was contested as
well as the pupils favourite Uno. This added to the warm
atmosphere that Ridgeway has had throughout this year
with such a lovely family feel to all aspects of boarding
life. The house families create a bond between different
year groups and backgrounds and allow the pupils to
mix in a friendly and fun environment.

Mark Fryer
Housemaster, Ridgeway
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